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The three-site model has been offered as a benchmark or test case for studying the collider 
phenomenology of Higgs- less models. It is therefore appropriate to consider how well the three
site model performs as a general representative of Higgsless models, and which modifications might 
remedy any shortcomings. We employ sum rules relating the masses and couplings of the Kaluza
Klein modes of the gauge fields in continuum and deconstructed Higgsless models as a way to 
compare the different theories. These identities enable us to quantify how well a given theory 
performs at unitarizing the scattering of electroweak gauge bosons at a particular energy scale. We 
will see that the tendency of the sum rules to be saturated by contributions from the lowest-lying 
KK resonances provides a good measure of the extent to which a highly-deconstructed theory like 
the three-site model can accurately describe the low-energy physics. After comparing the three-site 
model to a pair of continuum models, we analyze extensions of the three-site model to a longer open 
linear moose with an additional U(I) group and to a ring model with three sites and three links; 
both cases can be analyzed in the framework created by the sum rules. The hadron and lepton 
collider phenomenology of both extended models is discussed, with a focus on the complementary 
information to be gained from the different facilities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The origin of electroweak symmetry breaking continues to be a question of great interest as we enter the LHC era. 
While the Standard Model can produce electroweak symmetry breaking through introduction of a scalar Higgs doublet, 
the lack of experimental evidence for this approach makes it advisable to consider alternatives such as Higgsless 
models [1, 2J, that can accommodate electroweak symmetry breaking without the introduction of elementary scalars 

In these theories, which are based on compactified five-dimensional gauge theories, the scattering of longitudinal 
electroweak gauge bosons is accomplished via the exchange of massive vector bosons [4], the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes 
of the theory. Moreover, under the rubric of AdS/CFT duality [5], Higgsless models may be considered to be "dual" 
to models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking like walking [69] technicolor [10, 11]. 

A leading challenge for non-Standard models of electroweak symmetry breaking lies in the strong constraints placed 
on new physics by precision electroweak observables [12-15]. The phenomenology of Higgsless models may be studied 
[16-22] by using the technique of deconstruction [23, 24] and computing the precision electroweak parameters [25] in 
a related linear moose model [26]. One finds that the KK vector-bosons responsible for unitarizing WL WL scattering 
in Higgsless models, which are the analogs of the technivector mesons in technicolor models, mix with the electroweak 
bosons and do alter their properties with respect to Standard Model predictions. However, Higgsless models that 
incorporate ideally [27J delocalized fermions [28, 29], in which the ordinary fermions propagate appropriately in the 
compactified extra dimension (or in deconstructed language, derive their weak properties from more than one site on 
the lattice of gauge groups [30, 31] ), yield phenomenologically acceptable values for all Z-pole observables. In this 
case the leading deviations from the Standard Model appear in multi-gauge-boson couplings, rather than the Sand 
T parameters. 

These issues have previously been explored [32-34] in the context of a highly deconstructed Higgsless model in which 
the infinite Kaluza-Klein tower includes only one electrorweak triplet of extra vector bosons; that is, the electroweak 
gauge group has the form SU(2) x SU(2) x U(l). This "three-site" model[32] is in the same class as models of 
extended electroweak gauge symmetries [35, 36] motivated by models of hidden local symmetry [37-41]. It reproduces 
the low-energy effects of a continuum Higgsless model quite accurately, yet remains simple enough that it can be 
encoded in a Matrix Element Generator program for use with Monte Carlo simulations. Initial studies of the LHC 
phenomenology of the three-site model, focusing on WI boson production in the vector-boson fusion and associated 
production modes, were reported in [42], and a more extensive analysis including additional channels is underway. 

The three-site model has been offered as a benchmark or t~st case for studying the collider phenomenology of Higgs
less models. It is therefore appropriate to consider how well ,the three-site model performs as a general representative 
of Higgsless models: how can one quantify the differences between the three-site model and continuum models? how 



closely is it related to other deconstructed models? how universal is its phenomenology? These are the questions this 
paper will address. 

We will employ the sum rules [1, 43] relating the masses and couplings of the KK modes in continuum and 
deconstructed models as a way to compare the different theories. These identities enable us to quantify how well 
a given theory performs at unitarizing the scattering of electroweak gauge bosons at a particular energy scale, a 

element of any theory of elcctroweak symmetry breaking. We will see that the tendency of the sum rules to be 
saturated by contributions from the lowest-lying KK resonances provides a good measure of the extent to which a 
highly-deconstructed theory like the three-site model can accurately describe the low-energy physics. In addition, one 
must take into account the fact that deconstructed and continu urn Higgsless models are generically distinguished by 
the respective presence and absence of a four-point vertex for the scattering of Nambu-Goldstone modes; this provides 
a valuable point of comparison. 

In section 2, we set the stage by looking at these sum rules in the context of a pair of continuum models: SU(2) x 
SU(2) Higgslcss models in either a fiat or warped five-dimensional space. Since these two models have previously 
been discussed in the literature, we will remind the reader of the key properties needed to calculate the quantities 
relevant to our comparisons, and will refer the reader to ref. [48] for further details. Comparing the results in the two 
continuum models to one another and to the analogous quantities in the three-site model will provide the template 
for studying how well any given deconstructed model does as an effective theory of a continuum Higgsless model. 

We then consider whether there are modifications of the three-site model that can remedy some of its shortcomings, 
as measured by the sum rules. As it happens, ref. [43J discussed how to extend the relevant sum rules to mooses with 
extra U(l) groups and to ring models, and we will study both kinds of scenarios explicitly in this paper. In section 
III, we introduce a slightly longer1 open linear moose [26J based on the group SU(2) x SU(2) x U(l) x U(l) and in 
section IV, we introduce a model that has three sites and also a third link field closing the moose to form a triangular 
ring. In each case we will show the key features of the model in the main text (with further details in an appendix) 
and then focus on comparing the model to the three-site model and continuum theories. We find that the following 
ratio, involving the mass of the lightest neutral KK state and its couplings to goldstone bosons, 

4 2 2 
A _ V gVl 1r1r 

a= M j 
2 

provides a useful measure of the ability of the deconstructed models to approximate the behavior of the continuum 
theories. In continuum theories, a 4/3 and the multi-pion coupling g1r1r1r1r vanishes; in the linear deconstructed 
models we study, Ii = 1 and g1r1r1r1r; in the triangular model, a is essentially a free parameter, allowing interpolation 
between these cases. 

Section V discusses the hadron and lepton collider phenomenology of the extended models. We will see that LHC 
searches for W' bosons in the vector boson fusion or associated production channels where W' decays to WZ tend to 
give a universal signature for all of the models discussed here. Likewise, the expected contributions of extra Z states 
to WW scattering are very similar in the all the models discussed here; in the case of the four-site model with an 
extra U(l) group, this is because we find there is a relationship between the neutral boson couplings to W pairs in 
the four-site and three-site models: 

(g~,ww +g~"ww )four-site = (g~,ww ) three-site . 

In contrast, the bounds on these models arising from LEP-II measurements of the ZWW vertex provide complemen
tary information that can distinguish among models; the same will be true of future measurements of the ZWW 
coupling at a 500 GeV ILC 

II. COMPARISON USING 00 -+ 00 SUM RULES 

In both continuum and deconstructed Higgsless models, the gauge boson KK modes unitarize the scattering of 
longitudinal vector bosans by cutting off the tendency of the scattering amplitudes to grow with powers of the 
scattering energy, E. In order to play this role effectively, the KK mode couplings and masses must obey a set of 
identities derived in [1, 43]. Hence, our discussion of the three-site model, its extensions, and related continuum models 
will focus on the triple-gauge-boson couplings involving one KK mode and two light modes, gz'ww and gzw'w; these 
contribute directly to KK exchange diagrams involved in longitudinal vector boson scattering processes. 

We will term this model the "mimimal" four-site model to distinguish it from the SU(2) x SU(2) x SU(2) x U(l) models studied 
elsewhere [44-46]. 
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A. Continuum Sum Rules and Triple Gauge Couplings 

In any continuum five-dimensional gauge theory, the sum rules that guarantee the absence, respectively, of 
and CJ(E2) growth in the amplitude for WtWi -+ WtWT~ elastic scattering have the following form 

00

L.: !J~iWW = !JWWWW - !J~ww - (3) 
i~1 

00 

3 L.:!J~iwwMl 4!JwwwwM~ 3!J~wwM~, 
;=1 

where Zi represents the i-th KK mode of the neutral gauge boson. (ZI is also called Zl and Z2 is also called Z".) 
These are special cases [n m 0] of the more general identities given in [43] for WLnWLn -+ WLmWLm scattering 
processes where two KK modes of level n scatter into two modes of level m. 

We will start by these identities in the context of an 8U(2)A x 8U(2)B gauge theory with either a fiat 
or a warped extra dimension. Most relevant details of these models (the action, mode expansion of the gauge bosons, 
boundary conditions, etc.) are given in subsections 2.1 and 2.2 of [48]. However, before evaluating the sum rules 
in these models, we must calculate the heavy-light-light triple gauge couplings !JZ'WW and gzw'w, which were not 
computed in that paper. 

1. SU(2) x SU(2) Higgsless model with a fiat extra dimension 

The first model we consider is a 5d continuum 8U(2)A x gauge theory in which the 5th dimension is fiat. As 
described in , the coordinate of the fiat extra dimension may be expressed as the dimensionful coordinate z which 
has boundaries at 0 and 7rRj where convenient, we also employ the related dimensionless coordinate Z z/(7rR). We 
examine the case where the 8U(2)A and 8U(2)B gauge bosons have the same bulk coupling, Le. !JSA = gSB '= !J5. 
The boundary conditions at z = 0 explicitly break 8U(2)A x SU(2)B down to 8U(2)w x U(l)y, where we '~~U"." 
SU(2)w with 8U(2)A and hypercharge with the component of 8U(2)B' We also introduce 8U(2)A and 
kinetic terms on the z 0 brane and call the associated couplings go and !Jy) respectively. It is useful to define an 

() relating these couplings as: 

!Jy == to, (5)
!Jo Co 

and also a parameter ,\ relating 90 to the bulk 

95 95,\ (7rR) 2 2 = (7rR)-22 (<< 1). 
9SA + 9SB 9s 

We derive here the masses and wave functions for the WI and Z1 bosons; those for the light Wand Z can be found 
in [48]. Note that in order to obtain the correct leading-order expressions for the triple gauge couplings. we need to 
keep the next-to-Ieading terms in the expressions for the wavefunctions. 

Starting from the differential equations and boundary conditions in [48], we find that the lowest-lying charged heavy 
gauge boson, W1 W') has a mass 

7r 2 2
7rRMw, 2' +;'\ + 0('\ ), 

with a corresponding wavefunction 

X~'(Z) [sin(MwIZ) ~ COS(Mw,Z)] (8) 

(z) Cw' z) , (9) 

whose normalization factor is -. 
~ [J2:\ 1  4,\ + 0(,\2)] 
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The lowest-lying neutral heavy gauge boson, Zl == Z', likewise, has a mass 

rr 2 2
rrRMz' = - + -,\ + 0('\ ),

2 corr 

with a corresponding wavefunction 

4,\A 
XZ' rr 

_ t24,\B oXZ' rr 

and normalization factor 

go 2 ] [4,\
Cz , -. 1 - - + 0('\) .c5rr2v'2X 
Note that the Z' becomes degenerate with the W' in the limit eo ---t 1 (so, to ---t 0), in which the boundary conditions 
for X~' (z) at z 0 are of Dirichlet form, like those for X~' (z). In addition, in the limit ,\ ---t 0, the wave functions 
of the W' and ZI are expressible in terms of a pure sine function. This is consistent with the fact that taking ,\ ---t 0 
corresponds to imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on both the SU(2)A and SU(2)B gauge fields at z O. 

The triple gauge boson couplings that involve one heavy gauge boson can be calculated as: 

17rR 1 {A I A 12 BIB 12} 1 A I A 12gz'ww dZ"2 XZI(Z) xw(z) + Xz,(z) xw(z) + "2Xz'(O) xw(O) 
o ~ % 

-go 8.)2,\1/2 + 0(,\3/2)
rr3 

4.)2 e (Mw ) [( l'vIw )3]- - -- +0 -- . (15) 
s M w ' liJw'· 

gzw'w 
1 

dZ"2
g5 

+ 

8.)2 ,\1/2 + 

e rr;~ 


4.)2.!:.. (Mw) +0 c~;,r] .se M w' 

We will use these results shortly to effect comparisons between models. The masses, and 
couplings of the higher KK gauge boson modes may be calculated in similar but will not be required for our 
purposes. 

2. SU(2) x SU(2) Higgsless model with a warped extra dimension 

The next model we consider is a 5d continuum SU(2)A x SU(2)B gauge theory with a warped 5th dimension. 

As described in [48], we adopt the eonformally flat metric: ds2 Cil) 2 (fJlll/dXlldxv dz2) , for the AdS5 space, and 
that the coordinate z be restricted to the interval R e-b/ 2 R') ::; z ::; R' . We assume a large hierarchy 

between the "Planck" brane at z = R and the "TeV" brane at z R' (equivalent to taking b » 1). We take the 
and SU(2)B gauge bosons to have the same bulk coupling, Le. g5A g5B == g5. In order to arrange for a 

non-trivial weak angle, we introduce a brane-Iocalized U(l)y kinetic term on the Planck brane, where U(l)y 
corresponds to the 1'3 component of SU (2) B; the dimensionless coupling associated with this kinetic term is gy. Then 
the electromagnetic coupling e is related to gy and g5 

1 bR 1 
(17)"2 2+ e g5 
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We can identify quantities Co, 80 that satisfy the relation 85 + c6 = 1 and may be interpreted as the cosine and sine 
of the bare weak mixing 

c6 (bR) ~ ~ (bR) ~ 
- 2 - 2 + 2 ' 	 2' e 2 g5 gy 2 g5 

Because expressions for the masses and wavefunctions of the light Wand Z bosons can be found in [481, we show 
those for W' and ZI below. 

Starting from the differential equations and boundary conditions in [48], we find that the W' boson has a mass 

7rYo(xt) (1) (1)I 	 (19)R MWI Xl + "2 .h (:r:t) b + 0 b2 ' 

where J,,(z) and represent the n-th order Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively, and Xl is 
the first zero of , i.e. Jo(xIl O. The corresponding wavefunction of WI is 

X~,(Z) CW' [z.h(MW1z) + (~)ZYl(Mw'Z)+".], 	 (20) 

7r) Yl(xIl }X~,(Z) 1 + - --+... zJ1(Mw'z) , 	 (21){ ( b JI(xd 

where CW' is a normalization constant. In the expressions above, represent order terms with respect 
to lib. The ZI mass may be written 

7r Yo(xt) (1) 	 (1)
:1;1 + 2c2 J1(Xl) b + 0 b2 ' 

with a corresponding wavefunction 

X~,(z) CZI + (:::) zY1(Mz'z) + ... 	 (23) 

2 2 	 2 

X~, 	 c - 8b Y1(Xl) + ... } x [zJ1(Mz1z) + (~) 8c zYI z) + ... ] , CZI{1+\b 	 2It(xd 

where CZ' is a normalization constant. 
Since the calculations of the normalization constants and the triple gauge couplings involve integrations 

whose results are not expressible in simple closed form, we carry out the integrations numerically. The resultant 
values of gz'ww and gzW'w are, at leading order, proportional to the input value of MwlMw' and can be written 
as 

R' 2
gz,wW l dz (~) :~ {X~'(Z) Ixj,l,(z)1 + X~,(z) Ix~(z)12}, (25) 

_ 0.36 (Mw) + 0 [(' Mw )3] . 
Mw' Mw' 

iRI (R) 1
gzw'w dz - "2 {X~(Z)X~, + X~ (z )x{{" } , 	 (27) 

R Z g5 

:::: 0.41 (Mw) 	+ 0 [( Mw )3] . 
Mw' Mw' 

We will use these results to compare models in the next section. Again, the masses, wavefunctions, and triple gauge 
couplings of higher KK modes may be calculated by similar methods, but will not be needed fOf our purposes. 

B. 	 Comparisons and implications 
,. 

One way to compare models is to look simply at the values of the heavy-light-light tfiple gauge couplings. Doing 
this for the flat (Eqs. (15) and (16)) and warped (Eqs. (26) and (28) ) continuum SU(2)A x SU(2)B Higgsless models 
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gz'ww 

yields an interesting result. the numerical approximations ~~ ~ 0.36 and 0.41 in (15) and 
(16), we 

:::::..!:!:.!!:..~~:.::.:~ "" gzw'w Iwarpcd5D ~ 1 

- gZW'Wlflat-5D - . 

In other words, the values of gz'ww and gzw'w in these continuum models are of the 
5D geometry. This contrasts with the situation for the couplings among the light bosons. Because the first KK 
mode saturates the LHS of while the value of g')'ww is set by gauge invariance, the difference gwwww - g~ww is 
independent of geometry; the individual couplings', gzww and gwwww are different for different continuum 
geometries 

If we obtain the analogous couplings in the three-site model by accounting for the wavefunction overlap among the 
gauge boson mass eigenstates at each site: 

02 -112 ___·___ + ....e (Mw) 	 (30)gZ'ww gv~,(vw) + gvz,(vw ) -	 2sz M ' 
w 

00 0 - 11 1 ________ + ... e (Mw) 	 (31)gzw'w gvzvw'vw + gvzvw'vw -	 2szcz Jtlw' 

then we can compare the continuum model triple-gauge couplings to those in the three-site model, assuming a common 
value for Mw/Mw': 

="":":".:.:..l==-= ~ gzw'w Ithree-site ~ ~ ~ 0.87 (32)
gZW'Wlfiat-5D 8v'2 

The value of gZlww and gzw'w in the 	three-site Higgsless model are about smaller than those values in 5
models.dimensional SU(2)A x 

the identities (3) and (4). Suppose that we form the the ratio of the n 
focuses on the degree to which the first KK mode saturates the sum on the LHS of 

1 term in the sum on the LHS to the full 
combination of terms on the RHS, evaluated to leading order in (Mw/Mw,)2. The ratio derived from (3) is 

g~,ww 
2 2gWWWW-gzww - g,),ww 

while that derived from (4) is 

3g~'wwM1, (34)
4gwwww Ma, - 3g~wwM1 

If the n = 1 KK mode saturates the identity, then the related ratio will be 1.0; ratio values less than 1.0 reflect 
contributions from KK modes. We see from Table 1 that each of these ratios is nearly 1.0 in both the 
SU(2)A x SU(2)B flat and warped Higgsless models, confirming that the first KK mode nearly saturates the sum 
rules in these continuum model. The similar behavior of the two 5D models is consistent with our finding that the 
gz'ww coupling is relatively independent of geometry. 

Because the first KK mode nearly saturates the identities (3) and (4) in these continuum models, one might conclude 
that the ratios (33) and should be useful for drawing comparisons with the three-site model, which only possesses 
a single KK gauge mode. shown in the 3rd column of Table 1, the first ratio is still equal to one in the three-site 
model, meaning that the (3) is satisfied. The ratio related to the identity (4), has the value 3/4 
for the three-site model, that the second identity is not satisfied; the longitudinal gauge boson scattering 

continues to grow as E2 due to the underlying non-renormalizable interactions in the three-site model. 
Since the value of the denominator has not changed aDoreciablv. this indicates a difference between the values of the 

C. Deconstruction sum rules 

To understand the behavior of the two ratios in the three-site model, we need to relate them to the sum rules that 
actually apply in deconstructed models. As shown in [43]' the sum rule in (3), which is related to canceling E4 
growth in the longitudinal scattering amplitude, is the same in deconstructed models as in 5D models. Hence, it is 
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5D 2x2 Flat 5D 2x2 Warped Three-site HLS 

2 
gz;;'~l:!: '=" 0.996 0.992 1 1 

9WWWW gzww g;w\<v 

3g1'!'1l:!:M~, ~ ~ '=" 0.986 
7f 

0.986 %a
4gWWWWMw-3gzwwMz 

'-- ... 

TABLE I: Ratio comparing the LHS and RHS of Eq. (3) in the top row and of (4) in the bottom row; only the n 1 term 
is included for the LHS. Shown in successive columns for the SU(2)A x SU(2)B flat and warped models discllssed in the text, 
the three-site model, and the HLS deconstructed model discllssed later in the paper. 

not surprising that the upper ratio in Table I has the same value in the three-site model as in the continuum models. 
However, the second sum rule is shown in [43] to take on the modified form 

MW L 2 2 2 	 2 24-2-grr7r7f7r + 3 gzwwAfz 4gwwwwMw-3gzwwAiz, 	 (35)
v . 1- 1. 

for elastic n = m = 0 scattering in deconstructed models, because those models include non-zero contact interactions 
among Nambu-Goldstone fields 1r, interactions that vanish in the 5D continuum limit. Since the values of gwWWW, 
gzww, Mw and M z are very close to their Standard Model values in all of the models we are discussing, the right
hand sides of Eqs. (4) and (35) are nearly identical. The presence of the noil-zero g7r7f1r1T in (35) is what constrains 
gz'ww to take on a significantly different value in the three-site model than it has in the continuum models. 

Calculating the pion-pion scattering amplitude provides a related way of comparing the continuum 5D Higgsless 
models with the three-site model. For simplicity, we frame this discussion in terms of a "global" theory; for the 
deconstructed model this corresponds to taking 9 g' 0, while in the case of continuum Higgsless models, this 
corresponds to imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions for all gauge fields at both ends of the interval. Ref. 
studied 1r1r scattering in an arbitrary global linear moose and obtained the following sum rule (a generalization of one 

derived by Da Rold and Pomarol 

1 = 3 2 )+ Lg~i1f . 
n 

Here, gv,1fTr is the coupling of 1r1r to the n-th vector boson KK-mode, and Mv, is the mass of the i-th KK-mode. In 
the continuum limit, the four-pion contact interaction vanishes, and Eq. (36) reads 

2 
gVi 7r1T1 '" (37)- 2 = 3 L.-. M2 ' 

v i Vi 

which should be compared with the celebrated KSRF relation [56, 57] for the p meson in hadron dynamics (but note 
the different coefficients): 1/{fr = 2g~rrlM~. 

Just as the sum rules (3) and (4) for the gauged continuum models are nearly saturated by contributions from the 
lowest KK mode, the results of Ref. [58] imply that the RHS of (37) is dominated by the contribution of VI in both 
the flat and warped global SU(2) ® SU(2) Higgsless models. Hence, the quantity 

2 
A 4 4	 '" a 	 :3 v grr7r1rrr - L.-. --:-:-:':'---"

n2:2 

has a value very close to 4/3 in the global continuum models where grrrrr.rr O. In contrast, the value of this quantity 
in the three-site model is 1, due to the non-zero value of g1r7r1r1T' 

In assessing the ability of extensions of the three-site model to provide a better approximation to the low-energy 
behavior of continuum models, we will use the values of g7r7r1r7r or, equivalently, a as a guide. For example, we expect 
that taking the number of sites in the deconstructed model to infinity should mimic a continuous extra dimension; 
let us see what happens to the value of a in this limit. Consider the linear moose with IV gauged SU(2) groups in 
the simplest "fiat" case where all the decay constants are identical (Ii vJIV + 1) and all the gauge couplings gi 
are identical (gi = ,jNg). By diagonalizing the mass-squared matrix of the gauge bosons and its dual matrix, we 
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~ f --~ f /.1., f ,~,g "",, g ,,'" , ( g' '} :' g' ': 
...... .......... ,,/ \ ,,' 


......... ,.... ......... ' ....... '" _... 


+ .+ . + .+
site - 0 sIte - 1 SIte - 2 SIte -3 

SU(2) 0 SU(2) 2 U(l) 3 

FIG. 1: 8U(2)o <:9 8U(2)t <:9 U(l)z <:9 U(1h model analyzed in Section II. The solid circles represent (from left) 8U(2)o and 
8U(2h gauge groups, with coupling strength go 9 and g[ == g, and dashed circles represent (from U(l)z and U(l)s 
gauge groups with coupling g2 gt and g3 == g'. The left-handed fermions, denoted the lower vertical lines, are located at 
the sites 0 and 1, and the right-handed fermions, denoted by the upper vertical lines, at the sites 1 and 2. The dashed lines 
correspond to Yukawa couplings, as described in Ref. [60]. As discussed below, we will take /I h = /3 = f V2v and take 
g,g' »g,g'. 

can calculate the mass of VI and the wavefunctions of rr and VI from which we obtain the expression for gv,7r7r' The 
resultant for the parameter atakes the following form: 

_ 2 sm. 2 N+T7r: 128 [ 1 rr2] 
a = N(N + 1)3 sin6 N:I = 1 + N - 12N2 ... . 

Asymptotically, we find a-+ 128/rr4 = 1.31405::: 4/3; equivalently one finds that the value of g7r:7r:7r:7r: falls off as 1/N, 
approaching zero at large N. In other words, the values of Ii and g7r7r7r7r do approach their continuum counterparts, 
as anticipated. 

In the next two sections, we will analyze a pair of extensions of the three-site model and discuss the degree to which 
they may provide a more complete low-energy effective theory for continuum models. 

III. "MINIMAL" FOUR-SITE MODEL WITH AN ADDITIONAL GROUP 

As mentioned in the Introduction, our aim is to seek modifications of the three-site model [32J that can remedy 
some of its shortcomings, as measured by the deconstruction sum rules above. Because ref. [43J discussed how to 
extend the relevant sum rules to mooses with extra U(I) groups, the first extension we consider is a four-site linear 
moose model that includes an extra U (1) group; we term this the minimal four-site model to distinguish it from the 
four-site model with an extra 8U(2) group studied elsewhere [44-46J. 

In this section we analyze the 8U(2)o ® 8U(2h <& U(lh ® U(lh linear moose shown in 1, and use the 
deconstruction sum rules to assess its ability to serve as a more complete low-energy effective theory for appropriate 
continuum models. For simplicity, we consider the case that all the decay constants of the NG bosons take the same 
value: 

!I = h = h f V2v, ( 40) 

and work in the limit 

g, g' » g, g'. 

We introduce a a leading-order weak mixing angle 0, and dimensionless parameters s, c, t, and x as in the three-site 
model, 

sin B s 
--=-=t (42)

9 cosB - c 

and also an additional parameter, u, describing the relative strength of the extra coupling, 

-, 
E..==:x (<<1) 9 ==: u. 
g 9 
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In the following subsections, we present the most salient properties of the gauge and fermion sectors, stressing 
comparisons with the three-site model; further detail is given in Appendices A and B. We then look in greater depth 
at the Z' and ZII bosons in comparison to the heavy neutral gauge bosons of the three-site model and continuum 
models. 

A. The gauge sector 

Because the SU(2) x SU(2) gauge sector of this model is identical to that of the three-site model[32], the charged
gauge boson mass-squared matrix is unaltered. The Wand W' boson masses and wavefunctions and the expression 
for GF in terms of the model parameters (9, v, x) are the same as in ref. [32]. 

The mass-squared matrix for the neutral gauge bosons, on the other hand, is enlarged by the addition of the second 
The matrix has a zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the massless photon, with corresponding electric 

11111 1[ 2 2
"2= +-=2+ +'::f2 1+8 + ~2) x J . (44) 
e 9 9 

The light neutral gauge boson, which we associate with the Z, has a mass 

t2M~ = 
2t [(1 + t2) )2 + ~:} + 0(x4)J '9 {(1-4 

In the limit as u ---+ 00, the expressions describing the photon and the Z boson recover the values of the three-site 
model. The neutral gauge sector also includes two heavy mass eigenstates instead of the single Z' boson of the 
three-site model; we will discuss these states further in III D 

B. Z-standard weak mixing angle and mUlti-gauge couplings 

To facilitate comparison of this model with experiment, we take Mz as an and define a "Z-standard" weak 
mixing angle sin 8 z == sz in terms of e, 1'vfz and GF : 

2e2 2 
8ZCZ 

4V2GF Mi 

82C2 [1+(C2 S2){(1 4~2) ~:}X2+0(X4 ( 46) 

The relation between the weak mixing angle sin8z and the quantity 8 defined in ( 43) is expressed as follows: 

s~ =82+ kl, c~ 2- kl, (47)c 

kl={82(C2_~) ::}x2 +O(x4
). (48) 

Several quantities that depend on the new U (1) coupling through the parameter u when written in terms of s are 
1l-independent to leading order when written in terms of sz. For example, the coupling 9 in Eq. (44) has an explicit 
dependence on u when written in terms of s 

2 e2 1 2 

e 

but recovers the three-site form [32] when expressed in terms of sz. Similarly, the u dependence of visible in eqn. 
(A7) disappears when we re-express it in terms of sz: 

2 1 2t4 J 

9 = + s2( 1 + u2 s~ [31 + '4x2 + 0(:1;4) J . (49) 

v~ = Cz 1 c - 8 + O(X2) .[ 
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This is again the same form as that of v~ in the three-site model [32]. As a result, the WWWW, and ZWW' 
gauge couplings take on their three-site model values when written in terms of 8Z: 

+ g(vW )2(v1) = e Cz (1 + ~x2 + 0(x4 
)) ,gzww 

Sz 8c 
2 

0 )( 0) -( 1 )( 1 )( 1) ex ( 8 2 4 )gzww' )(VW' Vz + 9 Vw VW' Vz = 1 + 4c2X + O(x) , (52) 

2 
e (5 )gwwww g2 (vev )4 + = 8~ 1 + 16 x2 + O(x4) . 

For gzww and gzww' , this is because the dominant terms to 0(x2 ) come from v~ and for gwwwW it is because the 
W boson itself does not differ from that of the three-site modeL 

The values of gzww and gwwww are sufficient to determine the chiral Lagrangian coefficients ai, [i 1...5] and 
to ensure that these, too, have their three-site model values. The additional four-gauge-boson couplings gwwzz and 
gwwZA can be determined in terms of the ai and shown to have the values: 

g2(VO )2(,(.0)2 + g-2('/I1 )2(vl)2 _ e2 c~ [1 + (_1_ + _1_) x 2 + 0('1.4)]gwwzz (54)w 'z w z -. 8 2 4c2 16& ",z 

[1 ]CzgwwzA g2(vev)2(V~)(v~) + g2(vW)2(v1)(v~) = e\z 1 + 8c2X2 + O(x4) . (55) 

which have no u-dependence and must also apply in the three-site model (they were not derived in ref. [32]). 
In contrast, the properties of the Z' and ZII bosolh'l distinctly differ from those of the three-site model Z' boson. 

We will return to this topic after discussing the fermion sector. 

C. The fermion sector 

The fermion sector has delocalized U(1) as well as delocalized SU(2) charges. As summarized in Table 
lIIC, we take the fermions at site 0 (1/;LO) and site 2 (UR2, dR2) to be charged under U(lh, while the fermions at 
site 1 (1/;L1, 1/JR1) are charged under U (1h. This choice of fermion charges allows us to interpret the model as a a 
highly-deconstructed version of a continuum SU(2) ® SU(2) ® U(l) gauge theorv. as illustrated bv the folded moose 
diagram in Fig. 2. 

'!f;LO dR2 

1 f(up-quarks)I t (down-quarks)'6 

- ~ (leptons) -1 (charged-leptons) 

t (quarks) 


(leptons) 


TABLE II: charges of the various classes of fermions under the two hypercharge groups of our four-site modeL 

The Ynkawa conplings between the fermions and link fields and the fermion mass terms have the same form as in 
the three-site model: 

1.LR2)£, =).,!t + v'2).v +h ).,~ ) ( + h.c.dR2 

The expressions for the light left-handed and right-handed fermion mass eigenstates are, likewise, as in the three
site model, when written in terms of the Yukawa-like couplings CL and CR. Since the couplings of the light fermion 
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-.......... 

--------------------------------~.~ ' ~" ,\ g ~ , ' ........... 


FIG. 2: A folded moose representing the same model as in Fig. 1. As noted in the text, the hypercharge fermionic 
currents at site 0 and site 2 couple to the U{l) gauge boson at site 2, while the hypercharge fermionic currents at site 1 couple 
to the UO) gauge boson at site 3. 

eigenstates to the W arise from the overlap of the fermion and W eigenstates, these also remain as in the three-site 
model. For example, the right-handed coupling of the third-generation quarks to the W is 

Wtb - t1 b1 1 9 etR ebR 
gR 9 R RVw "2 vI 2 ~_ :=:::;+ etR V L +CbR 

and because that has the same form as in the three-site model, the value of the upper bound on etR as constrained 
by b -+ wy is unchanged, i.e., etR < 0.67. 

:For one particular value of tL in any linear Higgsless model, the fermion profile (wJ is related to that of the W 
boson (v~) as 

2 i 
gi1fJi = gWvw, 

and is said to exhibit "ideal delocalization" [27]. Because the W and W' eigenstates are orthogonal, the fermions 
cannot couple to the W' in this case, thereby eliminating the possibility of large fermionic electroweak 
corrections in conflict with data. Since both the W boson profile and the expressions for the fermion in 
terms of (' L are as in the three-site model, the value of t L corresponding to ideal delocalization is U!1"1l<:l>H~;eU 
four-site model: 

cL -+-+ (58)
2 8 

Most other propertie<: lUI::<tl1Y-Ul::lUI;<:J.ll:6I::U fermion sector in this four-site model are identical to thosc 
of the three-site model. "'A<LU'],"''', both the weak and hypercharge couplings of light fermions to the Z boson are 
unchanged and are, in the same as in the Standard Model: 

Zqq
g3L ~==[l+ gZqq = _ eMz VI _M~ [1 + (59)

YL Mw M z 

Details on the couplings of the fermions to the Z are given in Appendix A. In particular, the hypercharge coupling of 
the right-handed top quark to the Z is slightly altered because there are contributions from both site 2 and site 3 
and the Z boson profile is not the same at both sites. 

D. The Zl and Z" bosons 

We now return to considering the properties of the heavy neutral gauge bosons Zl and Zll in the four-site model. 

,!.~ 
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1. u2 = 2 

First, we consider the special case u2 = 2. Finishing the diagonalization of the mass-squared matrix (A3) yields 
the following masses of the Z' and Z" bosons (the wavefunctions are given in Appendix A): 

- 2 -2 2 [ 1 ( 2 ) 2 4 ]MZ'(Z") = 9 11 1 + 8 1 + 3t 'f 11) x + O(x) , (60) 

where 11) == VI - 2t2 + 9t4. In this case, the two heavy bosons are degenerate and their wavefunctions at site 1 and 
site 3 are both of 0(1) while those at site 0 and site 2 are of O(x) 

We may also compute the coupling of each heavy neutral gauge boson to a pair of W bosons, using Eqs. (A3) and 
(AI2): 

0 )2 0 -( 1 )2 1gz'WW(Z"WW) 9 (vw vZ'(Z") + 9 vw vZ'(Z") (61) 

t 2e 
---;::===;=:=~=:="'7x + 0 ( x3) . (62)

28z J±w(1 - t 2 ± 11)) 

While each of these couplings is significantly different at leading order than the Z'WW coupling in the three-site 
model, there is a relation between the three couplings: 

2 2 
2

(g1,ww + g1"WW)four-site = (g1'WW)three-site = le6~2 [1 + 0(x )]. (63)
Sz 

In fact, this relationship is independent of the value of u and follows directly from the general sum rule (3) that is 
responsible for ensuring the vanishing of the E4 growth of the amplitude for WL WL -+ WL WL scattering because 
g'"Yww is fixed by gauge invariance and we showed earlier (Eqs. (51) and (53)) that gwwww and gzww are identical 
in the three-site and 4-site models. 

Given the relationship among the couplings (63), the near-degeneracy of the Z' and Z" boson masses in the case 
where u 2 = 2, and the near-degeneracy of those masses with the Z' boson mass in the three-site model, we find 

( 3(9~'WWMi' + g~"wwMi")) ~ ( 3(g~,ww + g~"ww)Mi, ) (64) 
4gwwww M a, - 3g~wwMi four-site,u2=2 ~ 4gwwwwM a, - 3g~wwMi four-site,u2=2 

3(9~'wwMi')) 3 
"" ( 2 2 24gwwwwMw - 3gzww M z three-site 4 

In other words, the four-site model with 112 = 2 still has a,," 1, just like the three-site model. 

2. 112 -2 = 0(1) 

2We now consider the alternative limit, where u i= 2. Finishing the diagonalization of the mass-squared matrix 
(A3) yields the following masses for the Z' and Z"if one makes the assumption that u2 is large, (u 2 

- 2) = 0(1) 
(again, the wavefunctions are listed in Appendix A): 

Mi, ?iv2 [1 + ~ (1 + t2) x2+ 0(x4)] , (65) 

-2 2
V 

Mi" 9 2 [u2 + t2x2 + 0(x4)] , (66) 

This time, the ratio of masses is (Mz" / M Z,)2 = '1z2 [1 +O(x2)]; we also find that the Z' boson is strongly concentrated 
peaked at site 1 and the Z" boson, at site 3. In the u -+ 00 limit, we recover the three-site model: the Z' mass and 
wavefunction revert to the three-site form, while the Z" becomes infinitely massive and localized at site 3. 

We may also compute the coupling of the Z' and Z" to a pair of W bosons, as in Eq. (61). The results are: 

ex ( 58; 2 4 ) gz'ww -- 1- -x + O(x ) (67)
4sz 8e; 

3 2 
esz x ( 4 + u ) O( 5)gz"ww --- + x (68)
4e; u2(u2 -2) 
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As expected, the in the limit where u -;. 00, the Z'WW coupling takes on its three-site value and Z"WW coupling 
vanishes; this is consistent with having the Z' and Z" bosons be increasingly localized on sites 1 and 3, respectively. 
In addition, it is obvious that the sum of the squares of these couplings behaves as in Eq. (63), as mandated by the 
general sum rule (3). Finally, using Eqs. (AI), (45), (49), (51), (53), (65) ,(66), (67), and (68), we have evaluated the 
ratio related to the general sum rule 

( 3(9~/WWM~' + 9~lIwwM~")) = ~ + 
4gwwww Mfir - 3g~wwM~ four-Bite.u2",2 4 

and found that it still has the 3-site value. In other words, the parameter ahas the three-site model value of 1 in the 
four-site model, for general values of 1t 

E. Comparison to an x 5U(2) x Higgsless Model 

By comparison, let us consider the form of the neutral heavy gauge bosons in a continuum SU(2)2 x U(I) Higgsless 
model with a flat extra dimension. We will call the coordinate of the extra dimension y and work in the unfolded 
picture in which y runs from 0 to 31TR. As obtained in Ref. [27], the expressions for masses and wave functions for 
heavy gauge bosons that result from solving the mode equations with a boundary conditions are 

!vlz' ,z" 1TRlllz',z" 

1T (2t2 + r2(1 + t2) ± J(2t2 + r2(1 + t2))2 - Br2t2) 2 
(69)-2 + 2 >'+0(>' ),

1Tr 

- Mz, Z" - ]
XZ',Z" CZI,Z" COS(ijMZI,ZII) sin(yMzI,zII),

[ 
2; 

(£orO:S;y:S;2), (70) 

COS(2MZI'ZII) - MZ;st' Sin(2MZI,Z")]
CZI Z" - - fj)Mzl ,ZII) 

, [ COS(MZ',Z") , 

(for 2 :S; Y :S; 3) , (71) 

where, are normalization constants for the Z' and Z" wavcfunctions and fj == yj(1TR). From (69) we see 
that the lowest-lying pair of KK modes, Z' and Z" is almost degenerate, i.e., Mz, j Mzu = 1 + 0(>'). Moreover, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3, the wavefunction of each boson has similar magnitude for fj = 1,3 and a much smaller magnitude 
for fj 0, 2. This suggests that the deconstructed four-site model will best approximate the behavior of the the heavy 
gauge bosons in the SU(2) x SU(2) x U(I) continuum model for the parameter value u2 >::> 2. 

Recall that the charged electroweak bosons of the four-site and three-site models are identical, while the pair of 
degenerate Z' and Z" bosons for u2 2 jointly couple to W-boson pairs like the single Z' boson of the three-site model. 
We therefore conclude that vector-boson scattering processes among the lightest KK gauge bosons in a continuum 
SU(2)2 x U(l) model with a flat extra dimension will be well-described the three-site model. Since the three-site 
model also provides an effective low-energy description of the SU(2) x SU(2) continuum model, it follows that the 
lightest KK gauge modes of the SU(2)2 x U(I) and SU(2)2 continuum models will also appear phenomenologically 
similar at low energies. 

IV. A "TRIANGULAR" MOOSE MODEL WITH THREE SITES AND THREE LINKS 

Having analyzed the minimal four-site model, we now consider a different modifications of the three-site model [32] 
that can remedy some of its shortcomings, as measured by the deconstruction sum rules. Because ref. [43] discussed 
how to extend the relevant sum rules to ring models, the second extension we consider is a three-site linear moose 
model that includes an additional link closing the Moose into a ring; we term this the triangle moose from here on. 

In this section we describe the triangle moose model and compare its properties to those of the three-site model 
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FIG. 3: Wavefunctions for the Z' (left pane) and Z" (right pane) as a function of Ii == y j (7rR). Here, we took r (== gs y j gsw) = 1 
and Mz, ~ 500GeV (which corresponds to taking A ~ 0.063) 

9 

- ... 

R 
, 

\ 

g'9 F2 

FIG. 4: SU(2)2 x U(l) hidden local symmetry [37, 38] Higgsless model discussed in this section. As discussed in the text, the 
model includes only two separat e SU(2) x SU(2)jSU(2 ) nonlinear sigma model fields, B1 ,2' We will work in the limit g,g' « 9, 
where 9 and g' are the coupling constants of the SU(2 ) x U(l) gauge groups labeled Land R respectively (and the U(l) is 
generated by T3 in the global SU(2)n) , and § is the coupling of the SU(2)H group at the apex of the diagram. The fermions 
derive their couplings from both SU(2) groups, as required by ideal delocalization [27] . 

and appropriate continuum theories. The model in question2 , as illustrated in fig. 4, is based on an SU(2)L x 
SU(2)H X U(l)R gauge group, with the SU(2)L x U(l)R couplings 9 and g' much less than the SU(2)H coupling g. 
The SU(2)H represents the deconstructed bulk gauge fields of a five-dimensional Higgsless model and and the gauged 
U(l)R corresponds to the subgroup generated by T3 in a global SU(2)R' The model incorporates two nonlinear sigma 
model fields ~1 , 2 which transform as 

~l --> L~IHt , ~2 --> H~2Rt , (72) 

under the global SU(2)H x SU(2)R symmetry. 
At O(p2), the most general parity-invariant Lagrangian for ~1,2 is given by [35 , 37] by 

2 2 2 2

.c;:'LS = - : Tr [(DJ.L~i)~1 - (DJ.L~2)~~] - a V
4 

Tr [(DJ.LL:i)~1 + (DJ.L~2)~~] , 

2 2 2 
v v v [ ]="4(1 + a)tr [(DJ.L~dt(DJ.L~I)l + "4(1 + a)tr [(DJ.L~2)t(DJ.L~2)1 + 2(1 - a)tr (DJ.L~d~I(DJ.L~2)~~ (73) 

2 The heavy fermion phenomenology of a model with a similar gauge structure but a different top quark sector is studied in [59J. 
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where v (v'2Gp) -1/2 ~ 250 Ge V. There are also kinetic energy terms for the gauge-bosons 

(74)+ (Wt")2 +12GB = 4'
1 

The triangle moose Lagrangian above is equivalent to the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) Lagrangian given in refs. 
[37, 38] if we establish the correspondence 

pi 2av2
, (75) 

pi = v2 (1 - a) . 

Note that, for a i= 1, this Lagrangian is not "local in theory space" [23]. As discussed below, the case where a 
is particularly interesting since it most closely approximates the properties of a continuum SU(2) x SU(2) H"l~l'>"""'>D 
model (either in flat space or AdS). 

A. The Gauge Sector 

The gauge-sector of the HLS Higgsless model is determined, then, by five parameters: v, g, g', [j, and a. Three of 
these will be fixed by Gp, CYem , and Mz leaving two free parameters, which we will take to be a and the mass of 
the heavy charged boson Mw'. We will describe the essential features of the gauge sector here and give fuller details, 
such as the gauge boson mass-eigenstate wavefunctions, in Appendix C. 

The charged-boson mass matrix is 

2M~ g-2v2 ( x (1+a) (77)
4 -2xa 

where :1: gig « 1. Expanding in x, we find the masses 

2 2 6 
2 g2v ( x (a 1)x ) X2 x4 )

Mw = -- 1 - - + + ... Mar, 
( 1 + + 16a +... , (78)

4 4 16a 

from which we may derive the relationship 

( M)2 (M)4 (1\1 )6

lr2 4a M;, + 8a

2 M;, + 4a
2

(5a + 2) M;, + ... 

The neutral-boson mass matrix is given by 

2x2(1 + -2xa -tx (1 a))iPv
2 

-2xa 4a -2txa ,M~ = 4 ( -tx2(1 a) -2txa t2x 2(1 + a) 

2where t g'lg and 82 + c = 1. This matrix has a zero eigenvalue; its associated eigenvector corresponds to 
the ohoton. whose electric charge is related to the gauge couplings by 

1 1 1 
-= +-+ (81) 
e2 i? 

The neutral gauge which we associate with the Z, has a mass 

22 g2v2 [ . x 2 (c2 8 )2 (a 1)(82 C2)2X4 
M=-l-- + + (82)z 4c2 4 c2 32c4a .. 

while the mass of the heavy neutral ZI boson is 

-2 2 r X4 (1 - t 2
)2 ]

9 vall + -2 + + ... , (83)
4c 16a 

Note that all the expressions for quantities related to the gauge sector reduce to their counterparts in the three-site 
model if we set a = 1. 
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B. Z-standard w~ak mixing angle 

In order to compare the model with experiment, we will define a "Z-standard" weak angle sin8z == 5Z in 
terms of e, Mz and as in Eq. (46). This is related to 5, defined just below Eq. (80) through Eq. (47) where 

Ll:=S2(c2 ~).T2+ (84) 

In other words, 52 and s~ differ only at order 
We can also calculate the WW Z and WWWW vertices in the HLS model from the overlap of the gauge boson 

wavefunctions at the different sites. Since the wavefunctions depend on (l only starting at order x 3 , the expressions 
for the gwwz and gwwww are the same as in the three-site model to order x2 : 

ecz [1 _1 2 /1'\( ..4)] = [1 ~(Mw)2]YWWZ . + 8 _9 X + v J. + 22M'sz (..- sz C w 

gwwww :~ [1+ 5 +O(x
4 

)] :~ [1+ 5a(~:)2]. (86) 

where the middle expressions above come from Ref. [32] and the right-hand ones, from applying Eq. (79). The 
leading terms are precisely as in the standard model, and the size of the deviations in the couplings is proportional 
to a. While the general form of the expressions resembles that for 5D SU(2) x SU(2) models, the comparison is 
complicated by the fact that the ZWW and WWWW couplings in continuum models vary with geometry [48]. 

C. The Fermion Sector 

In the fermion sector of the model, we will consider a delocalized [2729], massless fermion deriving its SU(2)w 
properties from both site 0 and site 1. We therefore expect a left-handed mass eigenstate of the form 

COSCL¢LO +sincL¢Ll 

To make the model phenomenologically viable, we impose the ideal delocalization condition 

2gCOS cL _ (88)
gsin2 cL 

where v~} are the amplitudes for the mass-eigenstate W-boson in eqn. (C4). The condition for ideal delocalization 
is then given by the following expression, which reduces to the three-site model value for a 1: 

2 .L x4 (1 - a)x6 
] 


C L 1-;:;- + 8a + 32a.2 + ... 


2 
= 2a (::;,r+ 2a(2a + 1) (::;,r+ 2a(5a + 5a + 1) (::;,r+ ... (90) 

Ideal delocalization insures that all four leading-order parameters [15, 25] that describe the deviations of an flavor
universal extension of the standard model vanish in the HLS Higgsless model and, in particular, the parameter as 

. vanishes. 
To see that the principle of ideal delocalization for any value of a, one can examine the form of the couplings 

between fermions and gauge bosons when written in terms of the physical quantities e, Mz and Mw. These may be 
obtained by computing the superposition of the eigenstate wavefunctions with the coupling strength at each site. The 
resultant expressions for the coupling of the left-handed fermion to W (g;;), the T3-coupling of left-handed fermion 
to the Z boson (grL)' and the hypercharge coupling of left-handed fermion to the Z boson (Y~L) are 

w e
YL = [1 + z_ 

eMw [1 + = - eMz VI n ~J [1 + O(x4)].n0Y3L - 1-7* Mw z 
Mz M z 

(91) 
Clearly, the fermion couplings to the Wand Z in the HLS Higgsless model are of very nearly the Standard Model 
form, as consistent with ideal fermion delocalization, for any value of (l 
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D. gz,ww value and comparison to continuum models 

We can calculate the ZIWW and ZW'W couplings in the HLS model by accounting for the wavefunction overlap 
among the gauge boson mass eigenstates at each site. Using (79), (C4), (C5), and (C9), we find the following: 

o va e (Mw) + ... gz,WW gvz' + gv1,(vW)2 = -2 Sz Mw' . (92) 

000  va (Mw) + ..egzW'W gvzvw'vw + 9 "'2 szcz MWI 

From these results, we can see that the triple gauge-boson couplings involving a heavy gauge boson are suppressed 
by a factor of Mw/Mw' compared to the magnitude of the SM triple gauge boson coupling, gzww c:::: ecz/sz. We 
might also note that the contributions to these couplings from site 0 and site 1 enter at the same order. Thus, we 
expect, in the continuum theory, that the contributions to gz'ww and gzw'W from triple gauge boson couplings in 
the bulk and on the brane are also comparable. This is consistent with our earlier observation that it was necessary 
to calculate the wave function of the heavy gauge bosons to the next to leading order in order to obtain the leading 
contribution to gz'ww and gzw'w for the 2x2 continuum model studied in Sec. II A 1. 

To evaluate the HLS model as an effective theory for the SU(2) x SU(2) continuum models, let us first calculate 
the gauge coupling ratios of Eqs. (33) and (34), using our expressions for the triple and quartic gauge couplings in 
Eqs. (85) (93). As shown ill Table I, the first ratio has the value 1 in the HLS model, just as in the three-site and 
continuum SU(2) x SU(2) models. The second ratio has the value in the HLS model, as compared with 1.0 in the 
continuum models and ~ in the three-site model; this suggests that an HLS model with a t may provide a better 
approximate description of the continuum SU(2) x SU(2) models than the three-site model. 

We can follow up this train of thought by computing several physical quantities in the HLS model. Calculating the 
coupling strength of the V1T1T vertex from Eq. (73) leads to the relation 

4112g2a V1l'1l' 

M~ 

In other words, the parameter a of the HLS model is equivalent to the ratio a of physical quantities shown in (38), 
whose value was found to be t in continuum models. If we then evaluate g1l'1l'1l'1l' using the HLS Lagrangian (73), we 
find that it has the form 

4 3a 
(95)

g"7f1'" 12v2 ' 

In other words, the 4-pion contact interaction vanishes for a = 4/3, reducing the sum rule (35) for this deconstructed 
model to the form of its 5D counterpart (4) Finally, we can evaluate the amplitude for pion-pion scattering, which 
depends both on the four-pion contact interaction and on the V1T1T vertex. 5 shows the partial wave amplitude 
T8 for pion-pion scattering in the global continuum fiat SU(2) x SU(2) model with Ml = 500 GeV compared with 
~? in the hidden local symmetry model for various a. The result in the global three-site model is shown by the curve 
labeled a 1; the value a = 2 is motivated by the phenomenological KSRF relation. 

This plot ties our results together quite neatly: while the curves with three different values of a all give a reasonable 
description of 1~ at very low energies, the best approximation to the continuum behavior of T8 over a wide range 
of energies is given by the HLS model curve with a 4/3. At low energies, the fact that the three-site and HLS 
models both prevent E4 growth of the amplitude suffices; but at higher energies, the fact that the HLS model has 
g1f1f1l'7f = 0 and a = 4/3 enables it to cut off the growth of the amplitude as well, as consistent with the behavior 
in the continuum model. 

V. PHENOMENOLOGY 

We now look at the collider phenomenology of the models discussed in this paper. First, we think about searches 
for a W' or ZI boson at the LHC in channels that depend only on the W'WZ or ZIWW couplings. Those heavy
light-light triple gauge boson vertices have a common value in continuum theories of different geometries, as in Eq. 
(29) and have similar values even in the various effective theories (three-site, four-site, HLS) discussed here. Hence 
this WI and Z' phenomenology will be characteristic of the whole suite of theories of interest to us. For a 
gauge boson mass, one can make a robust prediction of the size of the signal expected for the entire class of theories 
- a good situation for an initial discovery search at LHC. Second, we consider the rather different scenario presented 
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FIG. 5: Behavior of 11; in the hidden local symmetry model with various a. v = 250 GeV, Mv = 500 GeV are assumed. We 
also plot Tg of the continuum flat x SU(2) model for Ml = 500 GeV. 

by measurements of the ZWW vertex at lepton colliders. There is no preferred value for this coupling in 
continuum theories [48] and we will see that the experiments should be quite sensitive to the value of a that sets the 
overall scale of the coupling. A precise measurement at the lLC could thus potentially discriminate among various 
continuum and deconstructed theories - a good situation for a follow-on measurement to an LHC discovery of a WI 
or ZI. 

A. hadron collider 

LHC searches for a W' boson have the potential to confirm or constrain the Higgsless theories discussed here. 
As shown in [42], the fermiophobic Wi boson of the three-site model with ideal delocalization can be produced at 
LHC through either the vector boson fusion process pp ...., W'jj or the associated production process pp -+ W' Z; 
in either case, the W' then decays dominantly to W Z. A set of simple cuts can render the W' visible at 
LHC in both processes for its entire allowed mass range, roughly 400 to 1200 GeV [42]. To give an example, for 

= 500 (400) Ge V, the 50' discovery of W' requires an integrated luminosity of 12 (7) for the vector boson 
fusion process pp -+ W'j j W Z j j -+ v3£ j j and and integrated luminosity of 26 (7.8) fb -1 for the associated 
production process pp -+ W' Z -+ W b'Z -+ j j 

Because the W' boson of our four-site model is essentially identical to that of the W' in the 3-site modeL its hadron 
collider phenomenology is the same. 

The WI of the HLS model for general values of a would also have the same production and decay modes at LHC 
as the W' boson of the three-site model, but would not necessarily look identical to it. The main difference is that 
the W'WZ vertex involved in the production of the W' in either process would be proportional to Va, as discussed 
above in Sec. IV D; the produced W' will still decay to W Z with a branching fraction of nearly 100% . Hence the 
signal cross-section will be proportional to a, while the background will be unchanged. The integrated luminosity 
required for discovery at a given confidence level will, therefore, be reduced if the value of a exceeds 1 (its value in 
the three-site model). For example, as a rough estimate, the luminosity required for a 3-sigma signal in the three-site 
model would provide a 50' signal in the HLS model with a ~ 3, to judge by the curves in Fig. 4 of [42]. 

A similar pattern should hold for the contribution of ZI bosons to WW scattering or ZIW associated production 
in these models: the four-site signals will resemble those of the three-site model, while the rate expected for an HLS 
ZI boson can differ due to the fador of Va in the ZIWW coupling. A caveat is in order: discovering a Z' boson in 
either vector boson fusion (pp -+ Z'jj -+ WWjj) or &<;sociated production (pp Z'W -+ WWW) would be difficult 
due to the large backgrounds. These signals are most likely to be useful for confirming the presence of a Zl state 
whose existence and mass are suggested by the prior discovery of a Wi boson. 

More specifically, in the 8U(2)2 x U(lf 4-site model with u(::;: f//y) v2, the,Z' and Z" bosons are almost de
generate, in scattering processes, they would appear as a single resonance. The combined tree level contributions 
of Z' and Z" exchange to WW scattering or Z'W associated production will look like the exchange of a single heavy 
gauge boson with coupling strength g~,ww +gf"ww, which is equal to the value of g~,ww in the three-site model. 
Hence the single Z' boson of the three-site model closely approximates (at leading order) the joint contribution of ZI 
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and Z" in the 4-site model with u 2 = 2. On the other hand, in the limit where u 2 2 0(1), we have 
seen that the boson ha.'> the same coupling to WW as the Z' of the three-site model, while the ZllWW coupling 

nnlr",,,·;u:.ri by an additional factor of x 2 • In this limit, it is just the Z' by itself that could visibly affect WW 
and its effect would be the same size as that in the three-site model. 

B. lepton collider 

For deconstructed models with ideal (or nearly-ideal) fermion delocalization (90), a experimental 
constraint derives from limits on the strength of the ZWW coupling. Here, we examine the bounds arising from 
studies of WW production at Lgp-II and show how they vary with the parameter a. We also show that accurate 
measurements of the ZWW vertex at a 500 GeV e+ e- International Linear Collider (ILC) have the potential to 
accurately probe models throughout the relevant range of masses of the heavy gauge-bosons. 

The Hagiwara-Peccei-Zeppenfeld-Hikasa triple-gauge-vertex formalism [47] gives the most general CP-invariant form 
of the ZWW vertex as 

Czww -ie Cz [1 + LlKZ] W:W; Z J1v ~ ie Cz [1 + Ll9r] (W+J1V W; W-J1 V W:)Zv (96)
Sz 	 Sz 

where the two-index tensors denote the Lorentz field-strength tensor of the corresponding field. In the standard 
model, LlKZ Llgf O. In any vector-resonance model, such as the Higgsless models considered here, to lowest 
order the interactions (96) come from re-expressing the nonabelian couplings in the kinetic energy terms of the 
Lagrangian in terms of the mass-eignestate fields. Here, this yields equal contributions to the two anomalous couplings: 
Llgf LlKz [48]. 

The parameter Llgf has been bounded by Lgp-II [50] as Llgf < 0.028 at 95% CL. In particular, the LEP 
ments fit the WW s-channel production cross-section to the form 

g,e"g,ww + gLZeegZWw(1 + Llgf)
QL. 	 M2'.'; 8~. Z 

where the first term represents photon-exchange, and the second, Z-boson exchange for non-standard con
tributions to the ZWW vertex3 , and s is the center-of-mass energy-squared of the collider. Adapting the form of 
Eq. (97) to incorporate Z' as well 

g[,Zeegzww + gLZ'eegZ'WW S - M~ 1 
gLZeeSMgZWWsM gLZeeSMgZWWsM S ~ M~, 

where the standard model are identified t,he S!vi. To leaulllg-ur in and the fermion
delocalization oarameter . we find the values 

2e	 1 2 e2 1+ cos(26) + cos(46) 2 
(99)gLZeegZWW 2 + "4 sin2 «(}) (L + "4 sin2 (26) x + ... 

2e 1 2 
gl Z' gz' WW ~ - x + ... 	 (100) 

J J ,ee 	 4 sin2(20) 

where the standard model couplings are obtained in the eL, x --,; 0 limit. 
Computing these couplings in the HLS models, we find the deviations shown in Fig. 6. To leading order, 

the LEP-II bound yields the constraint 

0.028 
M w' ::::: 380GeV 	 (101) 

a· [Llgflexpt. 

3 	 In principle, there could be a correction L:!,.gZee added to L:!,.gf in the second term of (97). However, in the deconstructed models 
considered here, corrections to the Zee vertex arise at order x\ as may be seen from Eqs. (59) and (91), while extrapolating from the 

2three-site model suggests that corrections to the ZWW vertex will 'l-rise at order x . We therefore ignore tlgZee . 

4 	 Note that there is also a t-channel neutrino-exchange contribution to this amplitude, as well as potential heavy-fermion ex,~ncllll!~e 

We expect, however, that the extra fermioIlS in this model will be heavy [32] - and the t-chaIlIlel contributions to e+e- -+ 


essentially the same as in the standard model. 
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FIG. 6: The value of the deviation Llgf in the HLS Higgsless model as defined in Eq. (98) for a center-of-mass energy ..;s = 200 
GeV, as a function of M w ' for various values of a with the lowest value corresponding to the lowest curve. The value in the 
three-site model or our four-site model is obtained by setting a = 1. The LEP-II bound [50] on this quantity is 0.028 at 95% 
eL, as noted by the horizontal line. 
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FIG. 7: The value of the deviation Llgf in the HLS Higgsless model as defined in Eq. (98) for a center-of-mass energy ..;s = 500 
GeV, as a function of M w ' for various values of a. The value in the three-site model or our four-site model is obtained by 
setting a = 1. 

The bound applicable to the three-site model or our four-site model is obtained by setting a = 1. As illustrated in 
Fig. 6, the bound increases proportional to Va if a > 1, as in the triangle moose or continuum models. 

Finally, we can use this formalism to estimate the reach of a 500 GeV e+e- ILC. Inserting .jS = 500 GeV into 
Eq. (98), we obtain the deviation in the ZWW amplitude that would be predicted at an ILC and we plot the result 
in Fig. 7. For a = 1 (as in the three-site model or our four-site model), a 600 GeV W' boson should give rise to 
Llgt ;:::: -0.065 while a 1.4 TeV W' would yield llgt ;:::: -0.01. With an integrated luminosity of 500 fb- 1

, it is 
estimated that the sensitivity for llK,z and , hence, for llgr as defined above, will be of order 3.8 x 10-4 [51]. Hence, 
the signal over the entire allowed mass range of the W' boson is well above discovery threshold at ILC for a = 1. Due 
to the relationship between a, x, and Mw' (see Eq. (79)), for fixed W' mass the signal is even larger and more visible 
if a > 1 as in the triangle moose or continuum models. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered how well the three-site model performs as a general representative of Higgsless models, and have 
studied several potential modifications which have the potential to upon its performance. Our comparisons 
have employed sum rules [1, 43] relating the masses and couplings of the gauge field KK models, because these 
identities enable us to quantify how well a given theory unitarizes the scattering of electroweak gauge bosons at a 
given energy scale. Having compared the three-site model to a pair of 5d continuum SU(2) x SU(2) models in flat 
and warped space, we employed the sum rule framework to analyze two deconstructed extensions of the three-site 
model: to a longer open linear moose with an additional U(l) group and to a ring model with three sites and three 
links. 

We find that the tendency of the sum rules to be saturated by contributions from the lowest-lying KK resonances 
a way to quantify the extent to which a highly-deconstructed theory like the three-site model can accurately 

describe the low-energy physics. Specifically, the following ratio, involving the mass of the lightest neutral KK state 
and its couplings to goldstone bosons, 

4V29~111'7r
h= Mr 

provides a useful measure of the ability of the deconstructed models to approximate the behavior of the continuum 
theories. In continuum theories, Ii = 4/3 and the multi-pion coupling 97r7r7r11' vanishes; in the linear deconstructed 
models we study, ii = 1 and 97r7r7rr.; in the triangular ring model, (j, is essentially a free parameter, allowing interpolation 
between these cases. 

Our study of hadron and lepton collider phenomenology of the extended models confirms that the three-site model 
will be a useful benchmark against which to perform the first comparisons of new collider data with a whole class of 
higgsless 5d and deconstructed theories. For example, most of the gauge-boson and fermion properties and couplings 
characteristic of the three-site model arc unaltered or minimally affected by the addition of an additional U(l) group. 
In particular, the charged electroweak bosons of the four-site and three-site models are identical, while the pair of 
degenerate Z' and Z" bosons for 'U 

2 = 2 jointly couple to W -boson pairs like the single Z' boson of the three-site modeL 
We therefore conclude that vector-boson scattering processes among the lightest KK gauge bosons in a continuum 
SU(2)2 x U(l) model with a flat extra dimension will be well-described by the three-site model. Since the three-site 
model also provides an effective low-energy description of the SU(2) x SU(2) continuum model, it follows that the 
lightest KK gauge modes of the SU(2? x U(l) and SU(2)2 continuum models will also appear phenomenologically 
similar at low energies. As a second example, in the triangle moose model, the signals of the W' boson or the 
contributions of the Z' boson to WW scattering or Z'W associated production will have a similar form as in the three 
site model; the signal strength will be proportional to ii, which could reduce the luminosity required for discovery. 
Performing an actual measurement of the Value of awill likely require the precision of a high-energy lepton collider. 

OPEN QUESTIONS?? 

• Are there other physics processes to include? In particular, perhaps we should -> Z' + '/, even 
though this would be relatively small. 

• Can we use the 4-to-3 result to understand 1T1T scattering in warped We would expect that the block-spin 
like constructions in [531 to produce non-local terms. 

• How does the existence of the extra link, with negative J2, affect the unitarity of 1T1T scattering? 
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Appendix A: The gauge sector of the four-site model 

This appendix gives a fuller account of the gauge sector of the four-site model. Because the SU(2) x ,..,u l:t) gauge 
sector of this model is identical to that of the three-site model[32], the charged-gauge boson mass-squared matrix 
is unaltered. The Wand WI boson masses and wavefunctions and the expression for in terms of the model 

(9, v, x) are the same as in ref. [32]. For example, the W mass and wavefunction have the form, 

2 x X4Mlv = g2v 
2 

Ma" g2v2 +-+ +4+4 4 

WIL vo w.1L + 1,1 Wi' WIlL = -vwwt +W ow 1 (A2) 

x2 

vt>v 1- - + O(x4)
8 

3 
1 X X O( 5)Vw -+ + x

2 

The mass-squared matrix for the neutral gauge bosons, on the other hand, is enlarged bv the addition of the second 
U(l) group and takes the form 

X2 -x 

--x -~t 2~;;:2 -xtu) . 
2u

( -xtu 
The matrix has a zero eigenvalue, corresponding to the massless photon, with an eigenstate which may be written 

w.1L + 1)3 BfL _ e elL elL eAIL = o + 1)
'"Y
I WIL

1 
+ '"Y -- + ~Wl + ,W2 + -=;BIL, (A4) 

9 9 9 9 

where the electric e satisfies 

1 = ~ + _12 + 1 + 1 = ~ [1 + 1'12 + :2) x2] . (AS)
9 9 9 s 

The light neutral gauge boson, which we associate with the Z, has a mass 

(1 t2)2Mi= +t2 ) _ { + _ 
u
t4 

2 

} x 2 + )] , (A6)
4 

with a corresponding eigenvector 

ZIL v~wt + viWr + v1W~'eq: tr'iang - z + v~BIL, 
4 

o 3 { 1 + 2t2 3t t4} 2Vz e + c - 8 + -2u-2 X + ... , (A7) 

2 t 2c(l t ) 3 { (1 - )3 + }.,
vi '-":""'-'2'--";"x + e 16 + x + ... , 

4 
2 2{ 3 _t (2+t2 )t2 

}Vz -8 + se - + 2u2 + , .. , 
2 2

8 es2 {-4 (3 2t2 - t4)U } 3
Vz3 --x+- x + .... (AIO) 

en 'It 8u2 

In the limit as u -> 00, the expressions describing the electric charge and the Z boson recover the values of the 
three-site model. 

The neutral gauge sector also includes two heavy mass eigenstates instead of the single ZI boson of the three-site 
model. The form of the masses and wavefunctions depends significantly on whether the value of is close to 2 or 
quite different in value from 2. 
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Z-boson to 

1. u~ 2 

= 2. 1l1l!:iI1Hlg the Uli:tgUI1i:tllZi:t of the mass-sauared matrixcase 
bosons:masses and ell!:envectors 

-2 1lv2[I+~(I+ w) + (All)MZ'{Z"l 

ZIp (Z"P) o TUI-' 1 WI-' + 2 BtL, 3 BI-' (AI2)VZ'(Z")VY O +vZ'(Z") 1 VZ'(Z") 2 + uZ'(Z") 31 

2 1o t2 
3t2 ± w /1··· t 2 ± w x ... 

vZ'(Z"l -jr±=w==:(;::::1=_=t:;;=2=±=w=:=) x + ' " vZ'(Z") ± 8t V ±w 

t2 ±w2t2 + .. , 
3 +'"vhz") - J±w(I _ t2 ± w) VZ'(Z"l ±w 

where w == + In this case, the two heavy bosons are and their wavefunctions at site 1 and 
site 3 are both of 0(1) while those at site 0 and site 2 are of 

2. u" 2 

We now consider the alternative limit, where u2 1= 2. Finishing the diagonalization of the mass-squared matrix (A3) 
yields the following mass and eigenvector for the Zl if one makes the assumption that u2 is large, (u2 - 2) = 0(1): 

M~, 1/1'2 [1 + ~ (1 + t2
) x2 + O(:1A )] , (A13) 

ZIp o TIfP + 1 W'P + 2 BP 3 BP (AI4)1Iz,yyo VZ' 1 VZ' 2 +VZ' 3' 

:1: 1 2) 3V~, -- + 1 +3t x + ... 2 t t {z(3+t -1+ 8)} x···3vz,=--x+
2 2 -2 + u 2 

3 2 t 2 u (10 3u2 
- t2 (6 - u )) 41 1 2) 2 

2 

VZ' 1+- 1 t x +." VZ' = 2(2 _ uz) x 16(2 _ ,/],2)2 x + ... 8 

and the following mass and eigenvector for the Zit 

jpv2 
2 ++ t2x

2 
Z"P + + + 

t2 t3t2 (t2 (4-3u2 )-2(I-u2)) 5 to 3+vZ" u3(2 + 2u5(2 _ u2 )2 x + ... :;;:x 2u(2 _ u2 ) x ... 

t2 2 2 
1 t2 (2 - u ) 4 3 t 2 

VZ" vZ" -1 + -x +".2u3(2 u 2 )2X + ... 2u2 

Clearly, the ZI boson is strongly concentrated peaked at site 1 and the Zit boson, at site 3; the ratio of masses is 
(Mz" / M Z ,)2 = "22 [1 + 0(x2 )]. In the u ~ 00 limit, we recover the three-site model: the ZI mass and wavefunction 
revert to the three-site form, while the ZII becomes infinitely massive and localized at site 3. 

Appendix B: The fermion sector of the four-site model 

fermion mass eigenstates include contributions from all four sites. The left-handed 
fields may be written 

CZL ex Zp +9 )+ + ~j' 
6 
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where the first two terms give rise to the left-handed "T3" coupling and the last two terms 
handed hypercharge coupling. The expression for leptons is similar, replacing hypercharge i with 

rise to the left-
Similarly, the 

ll!'illC-ll'U!llt:U coupling of the Z to quarks fields is 

7 3 g' -11 2ex: "2'Y IL
'!jIRl) + 6' ) + 9 Vz (23"UR2'YlLlLR2 - 3"dR2'YlL dR2 )] , (B2) 

where the last three terms arise from the hypercharge. For leptons, i -> -~ in the second term, i 0 in the third 
term (for and -> -1 in the fourth term for the charged leptons. For quarks, this may be 
more conveniently rewritten as 

£ZR ex: ZJ-t ) + g' v~ 

where the last four terms yield the Z-couplings to the conventionally-defined right-handed hVDerchart:!e of the 
while the first can give rise to a new right-handed "T3 " coupling. 

From these we may derive the T3 and hypercharge couplings between the fermions and the Z. For 
ideally delocalized light fermions, we find the left-handed coupling to T3 to be 

Zqq
9:1£ g(b~y(v~) + g(bl)2(v1), (B4) 

c2(3+6t2_t4) c2t4} )
gc 1+ - S' +21L2 X2+0(;1;4) , (B5)( { 

eMw [1 + O(x4)] . (B6) 

MZ1h - !:ffi. 
z 

The expression in terms of 8 is explicitly dependent on lL, but when written in terms of the physical quantities 
e, M z, and Mw, the form of g;iq is nearly of standard model form for arbitrary values of lL, as we expect for 
ideal delocalization. Since the right-handed light fermion eigenvectors are localized entirely at site 2, there are no 
right-handed couplings of the light fermions to T3 . The left- and right-handed couplings of the top-quark to Ta are 

gZU = g!~qq (1 + cFR(2 + c;R) x2 + O(x4)) gfN = " [1 + O(x2 
)] .. (B7)

3L ,IL 4c2 (1 + c;R)2 

as in the three-site model; similar expressions hold for the bottom quark, with CtR -> ebR. 

Again, for ideally delocalized light fermions, the left-handed coupling to Y is 

Zqq g'(b~)2(V~) + g'(bl)2(v~), (BS)9YL 
22 2

_ 1 (1 {C2
(3 - 2t2 - t

4) _ c t (2 + t )} O( 4)) (B9)9 s + S 21L2 + X , 

eMz Ma, [- 1-- 1+ (BIO)
Mw M~ 

of standard form when written in terms of physical The couplings of the 
fermions and the left-handed top quark to the Z are also of this form to 

Ztt 
9YL 

In the three-site to the Z is also of this form because 
the hyper charge is the coupling of the 
top quark comes from both site 2 and site 3 and the Z-boson wavefunction is not nprtprtlv the 
component at the second site glv~ differs at O(x2 ) from that at the third site 
eqns. (A9) and (AlO). The result is that the top-quark's right-handed hvnprrhA.r!YP 

light quarks: 

g~~ = g'(tk)2(v~) + g'(tk)2(v~) 9~ii [1 + + )] . (BI2) 

at O(x2 
). 
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Appendix C: The Gauge Sector of the Triangular Three·Site Model 

The charged-boson mass matrix is given by 

-2 2 ( 2M~ ~ x (l+a) -2xa) 
4 -2xa 4a ' 

where x « 1. Expanding in :t', we find the masses 

2 2
2 x x4 )x ) (C2)

4 -7+ + .. g2v a ( 1 + 7 + 16a + . .. , 

from which we may derive the relationship 

2 2 2(M)2 (M)4 (M )6
x = 4a M;, + 8a M;, + 4a (5a + 2) M;, + ... (C3) 

The light and heavy charged gauge boson are given, respectively, 

Wit V~W6 + (C4) 
2x x (3a2 

- 20a + 8)x5 

1 -+ + ... 2 -'---:-'-- + 256a2 + ... 8 

+ (C5) 

x 2-a. -- __ 'r3 + 1V~, 16a·· ... vw , 1- 8 + ... ' 2 


The neutral-boson mass matrix is given by 


2 2
-2xa -tx (1 a»)M~ = ( x (1 +a)

-2xa 4a -2txa , 
-tx2 (1 -2txa t2x 2 (1 + a) 

2 + c2 which has thewhere t == and 8 = 1. This matrix has a zero \;:a~ellV(:"IUe corresponding to the 
eigenvector: 

AIL _ e w.1l e WIl 1 1 1 1
--0+-=1+ e - -+-+- (C7) 

g g e2 g2 1]2 gl2 

where BII is the U(l) gauge boson associated with site 2. The light neutral gauge boson, which we associate with the 
Z, has a mass 

2 _ g2v2 [ __ (c2 s2)2 (a - 1)(s2 _ c2)2X4 
Mz - 2 1 4 2 + 32 4 + , . 4c c c a 

with a corresponding eIgenvector 

1 WIl 2 BIIZJL + Vz 1 + Vz (C9) 

+ 2t2 
v~ = C - + .. , , 

8 
I c(l - t2 ) c3(1 t2

) (2(1 + t2? - a(l + 6t2 + t4 ») :l 
V = x+ x + ... 

z 2 16a ' 
2 8c

2 (3-2l2 t4
) 2 

vz = -s - 8 x .... 

The heavy neutral Zl boson has a mass 

2[1 + + x4 (1 - t )2M~, 16a + .. 
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FIG . 8: The four-site global "moose" diagram for the model considered in this note. The model has an SU(2)L x SU(2)R 
global symmetry and two gauged SU(2) groups (with gauge-bosons W{\) with equal couplings, and therefore has a left-right 
parity symmetry. We consider the "reduction" of this model in the limit h -> 00. 
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FIG. 9: Triangle model to which the four-site moose reduces in the limit h -> 00. Note that the three "link" fields are not 
independent, and the "non-local" link sigma-model field is 2:1 ·2:3. We determine the values of F'f and Fi that result , and find 
that Fi < o. 

and eigenvector 

Z '1l 0 w.1" 1 Wil 2 Bil= VZ' 0 + VZ' 1 + VZ' , (ell) 

o x -2a(1 - t2
) + a2 (1 + e) 3 

VZ' = -- + x + ... 
2 16a2 ' 

1 (1 + t2 
) 2 

VZ' = 1 - 8 x +"', 
2 t t( 2(1 - t2 

) + a(1 + t2)) 3 
VZ' = --x + x + ... 

2 16a 

Note that all the expressions for quantities related to the gauge sector reduce to their counterparts in the three-site 
model if we set a = 1. 

Appendix D: Reduction of a linear four-site to a triangular three-site model 

In this appendix, we show how the four-site model illustrated in fig. 8 reduces to to a three-site triangle moose 
model illustrated in fig. 9 in the limit in which 12 ---> 00. Let us begin by examining the four-site model. Given the 
equal couplings of the two gauged SU(2) groups, the model has a parity symmetry under which 

I:1 ---> I:~ I:2 ---> I:! Wi ---> Wf , 
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where Wi,2 are the gauge-bosons of the two gauge-groups. In addition, we can also see by inspection that the decay 
constant for the exact Goldstone bosons of the four-site model (corresponding to the electroweak scale) is related to 
the f-constants of the individual links as 

1 2 1 1 
(D1)F2 = + 12 = 

7r 2 

As consistent with Georgi's spring analogy [21], the f-constants for the three links in linear progression from group L 
to group R combine like the spring-constants of three springs in series. 

Working in a "unitary" gauge in which :E2 we may write the Lagrangian for the four-site model to leading 
order as 

1 + (Wfll)2] + 11 Tr(Wi Wf)2 + '} [Tr DI":El DI":El + Tr DI":E1DI":E3] , (D2)£= 4.iP 

the fields wi2 = Wi~ . T a are Hermitian matrix vector fields where the T a are the generators of SU (2), and 
the covariant deriv~tives are given by 

UI":El 81"L,1 (D3) 


DI":E2 81":E2 + iWi:E2 i:E2Wf -;. Wf) , 

DI"L,3 = 81"'2;3 + iWfl,;3 . (D5) 


Our strategy is to rewrite the f-constants in the form 

v11 = V2v (D6)cos a , 12 = sina ' 

and consider the limit a -l- 0 with v fixed. In this limit, we see from eqn. (D2) that the "axial" vector field proportional 
to wi Wf becomes heavy. l<ollowing [54] we will "integrate out" the heavy field at tree-level by finding the equation 
of motion for the "axial" field, solving this order-by-order in a, and plugging the solution back into the Lagrangian 
in eqn. (D2). 

The equations of motion of Wi,2 can be written [54] in the form 

Wi = If ~ Ii [IiWf - iIr:Et OI"L,1] + ... , (D7) 

Wf If ~ Ii [I?Wi - iI?:E3ol":E1] + ... , (D8) 

in the gauge in which T and neglecting terms with higher derivatives. Taking the difference between these two 
equations, we find 

Wf =-i a (:E181":EI L,38JL:E~) + .... (D9) 

In order to use this expression to study the a -l- 0 limit of into the Lagrangian of eqn. (D2), it is most convenient to 
rewrite the gauge fields in the notation 

WI" WI" ± ~(WI" VVP) where WIJ. ~(WIJ. + w.1")
1,2 2 1 2' 2 1 2' 

The newly-defined WI" is the appropriate "block-spin" vector field resulting from integrating out the middle link, and 
also corresponds to the physical light vector boson state. We may, likewise, use eqn. (DlO) to define the covariant 
derivative DI" 

DI":El 81":E] i:E] WI" , (Dll) 

DI':E3 81":E3 + i Wl"E3 , 

and then rewrite several key expressions appearing in the four-site Lagrangian (D2) as follows: 

. 2 ) . 2sm a D-1"'<;') Sin a,<;, D-I"'<;'tDI':El - -2- ""I + -2-""a ""3 + . .. , 

(DI":E3):E! (1 _Sin; a) (DI":E3):Et + Sin; a(DI"E! )L,] + ... (D14) 

w.1" -2 a (l,;! DI":El - :E3 DI'l,;n + ... (D15)2 
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Applying eqns. (Dll)- and the 

TrDJ.t(L;1L;3)DJ.t(L;1L;a)t 2 Tr (L;11\}:;d(L;ai)J.tL;~) + Tr DJ.t}:;lDJ.tL;l + Tr DJ.t}:;aDJ.t}:;~ , 

to the four-site Lagrangian we find that it takes the following form at 0(p2) 

2 [ . 4 ]C-+ v 1+~ (TrDJ.tL;tDJ.tL;1+TrDJ.tL;~f)L;3) 4 +sin2 0:)TrD1L (L;1L;a)DJ.t(L;1L;3)t.
2cos2 0: 4 

Expanding to 0(0:2 ) we see that this "reduced" Lagrangian corresponds to the triangle moose illustrated in fig. 9 
with the identifications 

Fr= + 0:2 + ...) , Fi + ... ) . 

This time, Georgi's spring analogy [21], leads us to expect that the f-constants for the links from group L to group 
R will combine as for the spring constants of two identical in series with one another and in parallel 
with a third spring. And this is exaetly what we find: 

F2 
F2 _1 + v2 (1 + 	 (Dl9)

7r 2 

Note also that the reduced Lagrangian is non-local in theory space, and includes a negative p2. 
We may also compute the effect of the decomposition in eqn. (DI0) on the gauge-boson kinetic energy terms. Since 

- Wf 0(0:2 ) in the limit of small 0:, we find that the only effect is to produce a coupling constant for the 
block-spin gauge-boson WJ.t equal to ?J/y2. Hence, we can show that the vector-meson and coupling constant 
gp7r7r also agree to 0(0:4 ) between the four-site and reduced Lagrangians. 

Finally, following [54], we may relate the reduced Lagrangian (DI7) to the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) La
of [52] 

2 
CIILS = -':""Tr [(DJ.tL;t)L; (DJ.tL: )}:;tlZ a v Tr r(DJ.tL;t)L; + (D/L}:;3)L;t] 2 (D20)NLSM 4 1 1 3 3 j 4 l 1 1 3' 

model kinetic energy terms and have used the fields in the triangle moose 
moose is to the HLS Lagrangian if we make the identifications 

P'f = pi= a) . (D21) 

Thus, we conclude that the four-site moose in the limit of small 0: corresponds to an HLS model with 

a 1+ 0: 2 + ... 	 (D22) 
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